
Product information

QUICK Paramedic Belt

Convenient wearing of holsters and equipment

✓ immediately operational: thanks to blazing fast connected two-piece system
✓ universally: suitable for mounting of any TEE-UU holster
✓ secure: integrated zipper pocket for valuables

Specifications

• sizes: height:  5 cm
length: S, M, L, XL, XXL shown left

• weight: approx. 270 g  (size: M)
• color: black/silver
• material: polypropylene
• article-no.: 2850-9006- S, M, L, XL, XXL
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Delivery content

QUICK Paramedic Belt (two-pieces: lower belt und upper 
belt), 4 belt keeper, 1 GLOVE-FIX System; without further 
or pictured supplies

QUICK Paramedic Belt with buckle, BELT KEEPER, GLOVE-FIX and INNER BELTcomplete kit: QUICK Paramedic Belt

on-call time on duty

Description

QUICK Paramedic Belt is a noticeable relief in daily use!
Attached to belt, holsters can be carried comfortable and equipment 
stowed inside is always immediate at hand. Construction, consisting of 
two interacting belts allows for flexible use of belts, depending on 
situation: small lower belt is used as common belt an provides for 
wearing comfort of your trousers during on-call time, while upper belt 
with mounted holsters is lying in ambulance car or wardrobe etc. Upper 
belt is connected with  50 mm high, strong hook-and-loop system within 
seconds for use at operations. Four fixation straps, one of them with 
plastic eyelet, prevent holsters from slipping. Fifth strap with GLOVE-FIX 
system for holding of one pair of nitrile gloves is included.

- suitable for mounting of any of TEE-UU holster
- attachment of upper belt within a few seconds
- easy to open buckle (50mm) at upper belt
- GLOVE-FIX system for fast access to protective gloves
- all-round reflective stripe

Five lenghts from S to XXL guarantee for perfect fit:

- S:        70 - 90 cm - XL:    115 - 135 cm
- M:       85 - 105 cm - XXL:  130 - 150 cm
- L:      100 - 120 cm

Features:
- integrated zipper pocket for valuables at lower belt


